
 
 

   
             Call for curriculum adaptation – GVV Africa French 

GVV Africa French 

Call for Project Partners 

 

The Education Collaborative is calling for partners to adapt its current GVV Africa curriculum to the 

Francophone context and a Francophone audience.  This project is being implemented to allow the 

Francophone audience in The Education Collaborative’s network to benefit from the strategies in 

ethical action as offered in the GVV Africa course. 

 

Overview 

Giving Voice to Values (GVV) is a curriculum that teaches skills in ethical action—skills designed to 

help professionals at all levels speak up effectively, persuade others, minimize risk, and act with 

integrity in the workplace. GVV Africa brings GVV’s unique case-based approach and important 

skillset to audiences across the continent through an innovative online course.  

 

The Education Collaborative is looking to partner with two institutions in Francophone Africa to 

tailor the course’s 7 modules, including cases, videos, and all learning content to French and to reflect 

a Francophone Africa context. Higher education institutions within The Education Collaborative 

network and professionals in Francophone Africa will benefit from the French-focused modules as 

they enrol their key stakeholders on the course.  

 

The estimated project duration is one year from start date. 

 

Key Requirements 

• Representatives selected to lead the project should have taken the GVV Africa course and 

show proof by sending in their certificates with their proposals. 

• Representatives should be bilingual, able to speak and write in both French and English. 

 

Application  

Kindly respond expressing interest by sending in your proposals. Proposals should include: 

- Clear statement of why your institution is looking to lead the creation of this course. 

- Share the CV(s) and description of a proposed lead(s) (150 to 300 words), their fit and 

qualifications, and any experience developing curriculum. Kindly add why they have been 

selected as the best lead for this project. 

 

Send proposals to gvvafricaadmin@ashesi.edu.gh.  Use the subject: GVV Africa for French. Kindly 

send in an application by September 15th, 2023.  

 

The review process will include interviews and content review and is estimated to take an average of 

six weeks. Successful proposals will hear back by October 6th with an offer for consideration.   
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